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Philips AMBX fan connections

The voltage between V+ and V-
is approximately 10v DC

The wire from the fan to pin 1 is normally red and the wire to pin 4 is normally black, but this may
vary.

NOTE Pins 2 and 3 must be shorted together for the fan to be detected by the control unit.
This will be done automatically as long as the original plug fitted to the fan is used.

The connector is a standard min-din connector. An extension lead can be made up using a five
pin plug and a five pin socket.

A standard 5 pin mini-din extension cable could be used, as long as all the pins are connected

Extending the cable may lead to a reduced voltage and thus reduced performance. If making
your own lead up, use as thick a cable as possible to overcome this.

SOCKET - looking at the holesPLUG - Looking at the pins

1 Fan V+

2 Gnd

3 Detection

4 Fan V-

5 No connection

Plug / socket shield = Gnd
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Philips AMBX wrist rumbler connections

The connector is a standard min-din connector. An extension lead can be made up using an eight pin plug
and an eight pin socket.

NOTE Pins 4 and 5 must be shorted together for the rumbler to be detected by the control unit. This
will be done automatically as long as the original plug fitted to the rumbler is used.

A standard 8 pin mini-din extension cable could be used, as long as all the pins are connected

Extending the cable may lead to a reduced voltage and thus reduced performance. If making your own lead
up, use as thick a cable as possible to overcome this.

SOCKET - looking at the holesPLUG - Looking at the pins

1 V+ Left motor

2 V- Left motor

3 No connection

4 Gnd

6 No connection

7 V- Right motor

8 V+ Right motor

Plug / socket shield = Gnd

5 Detect

Rumbler plug Wallwasher socket
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The voltage between V+ and V- is a pulsing DC
voltage up to around 11v
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Philips amBX side light / speakerlight connections

Light plug - looking at the holes Washer unit socket - looking at the pins
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Sidelight plug Wallwasher socket

The sidelight / speakerlight plug and socket contain 15 connections. The connections shown in red are only used on
the speakerlights. These holes are not connected on the sidelight plug.

Although the right speaker light contains the controls (which use connections 13, 14 and 15), the same connections
are also available in the left (white) wallwasher socket. This means that the speakerlight with the controls can be
plugged into either socket.

NOTE Pins 9 and 12 must be shorted together for the light to be detected by the control unit.
This will be done automatically as long as the original plug fitted to the light is used.

See the relevant web pages for full details of the sidelight and speakerlights operation and circuits.
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view of socket if you are using a gender changer
(- it changes pins to holes for easy testing)
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Plug / socket shield = GND
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Philips AMBX Audio In connections

SOCKET - looking at the holesPLUG - Looking at the pins

1 L- - connects via wallwasher to pin 10 White sidelight plug

2 L+ - connects via wallwasher to pin 11 White sidelight plug

3 R+ - connects via wallwasher to pin 10 Red sidelight plug

4 R- - connects via wallwasher to pin 11 Red sidelight plug

5 SBY - to relay PCB / relay coil

6 +5v - to relay PCB / relay coil

7 No connection

Plug / socket shield = GND

Audio plug Wallwasher socket
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